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Abstract
This paper introduces a digital tool, viz., Sanskrit Shabdamitra, for learning and teaching
of Sanskrit in active classroom environment as well as in other formal and informal setup. It is based on an existing digital resource called Sanskrit Wordnet created at IIT
Bombay. Thus, this paper also describes a direct application of Sanskrit Wordnet in
particular, and Wordnet in general in the education domain. It describes the structure
and various features of Sanskrit Shabdamitra.

1 Introduction
Sanskrit Wordnet1 (SWN) was created at IIT Bombay as a major and unique lexical resource of
Sanskrit (Kulkarni et al., 2010a). Kulkarni (2017) describes this effort in detail and demonstrates
the contribution it made to the digital lexical resources of Indian languages. The effort of enriching SWN continues and scholars have tried to study it from the point of view of various natural
language processing (NLP) tasks. Bhingardive et. al. (2014) developed well researched method
based on SWN to populate one Wordnet using another lexical resource and Redkar et. al. (2016)
have developed tool to populate one synset using two synsets with the help of SWN. Wordnet2
and IndoWordNet3 has been used at various NLP tasks and applications. One such application
is ‘IndoWordNet::Similarity’ developed by Bhingardive et. al. (2016) which measures semantic similarity and relatedness between two synsets in IndoWordNet. Similarly, IndoWordNet
has been used for tasks such as Word Sense Disambiguation (Bhingardive and Bhattacharyya,
2017) for finding the most frequent sense using word and sense embeddings. This justifies the
importance of IndoWordNet for word sense disambiguation for Indian languages. Similar to
this, Sanskrit Wordnet can be used for the development of such tools, methods and utilities.
Furthr, SWN can be helpful in explaining तम (tatsama) and तव (tadbhava) words which appear in any Indian languages. In this way Wordnet as a resource can be useful in many NLP
tasks. Can Wordnet also be used as a base in creating an educational tool to teach and learn
language? YES. We found that Wordnet can certainly be used as a base to create a tool to teach
and learn Sanskrit. In this paper, in what follows, we elucidate how Sanskrit Wordnet can be
used to develop educational application for teaching and learning Sanskrit language. Thus, a
digital aid, Sanskrit Shabdamitra, has been introduced in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows - section 2 provides the literature survey; section 3 briefly
mentions the related work; section 4 introduces the Sanskrit Shabdamitra, its structure, and its
features in detail, explains how Shabdamitra enriches Wordnet, provides some applications;
next section concludes the paper; this is followed by the future work.
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Literature Survey

Sanskrit, belonging to the Indo-Aryan family of languages, is one of the ancient languages in the
world. There is a rich tradition of developing a vast vocabulary in Sanskrit literature (Kulkarni
et al., 2010a). Most of the languages in the Indo-European language family can be traced back
to Sanskrit (Kulkarni et al., 2010b). There are various grammatical features and properties of
Sanskrit which may not be present in other Indian languages (Redkar et al., 2014).
With the increase in the digital presence across the globe, content digitization and digital
language learning have been growing enormously. Vocabulary is a crucial part of language
learning. Learning Sanskrit vocabulary is one of the challenging tasks for any language learner.
There are several applications and platforms available for curriculum based education, but very
few are meant for language learning and active classroom. The Indian government is now supporting digital education and has taken several steps in digital language education. Following
are government-driven platforms in digital language education:
• NCERT4 provides e-textbooks and supplementary books for students. It also provides
guidelines for teachers for effective teaching.
• NROER5 is a Pan-Indian collaborative platform for teachers, students and professionals
from various educational institutes. It allows uploading the digital content such as articles,
text, poems, etc. which can be publicly available to the internet users.
• Swayam6 is another government designed program, collaborating with several government organisations, such as UGC7 , AICTE8 , NCERT, IGNOU9 , etc. It covers courses from
secondary education to post graduation. It teaches subjects like English, Hindi, and Sanskrit through video lectures and provides reading material, self-assessment tests, etc., and
has an online discussion forum.
Apart from the above, there are some other non-government platforms engaged in digital
language education. They are as follows:
• Openpathshala10 is an online platform for Sanskrit language teaching using lessons and
video tutorials for learning Sanskrit grammar.
• pANini aShTaadhyaayii sUtra paaThaH11 contains the audio pronunciation of the entire
treatise on Sanskrit grammar (8 chapters of sūtras), called aṣṭādhyāyī by maharṣi pāṇini.
• shaale12 provides the traditional methods of teaching Sanskrit using videos, live streaming
(webcast), video on demand, audio documentation service, etc.
• Sanskrit Documents13 has the vast variety of documents which provides a collection of
various links to various repositories useful for Sanskrit language learning.
• Vyoma14 introduces a guide of Sanskrit to generate a sentence, viz., Sanskrit vocabulary
builder, Sanskrit pronunciation, Yogasutraparichaya, Saptāhastotra Saṅgrahaḥ, Sanskrit
games, Learn Sanskrit through Hindi and English, etc.
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• learnsanskrit.org15 aims to teach Sanskrit grammar, providing a generative grammar guide
of Sanskrit.
• Push to learn16 is a platform where students learn vocabulary from the school’s coursebooks. However, this plaform is not meant for Sanskrit.
• Spoken tutorial17 offers self-paced, multi-lingual courses. Anybody with a computer and
a desire for learning can access this platform.
• Robomate18 is a curriculum based language learning app which has interactive study material for students like attractive video lessons.
• Byju’s19 is a platform for interactive learning consisting of video lessons for Science, Maths,
Economics and Business studies for school education. However, this platform does not
have language learning facility.
• Duolingo for Schools20 is a blended learning mate for the classrooms. Duolingo lessons
provide personalized feedback to each student and help them to get the most out of classroom instruction. It also provides language specific class tips for teachers; such as phonetic
inventory of a language, morphology, syntactic and semantic information. However, this
tool does not facilitate Sanskrit language learning.
Other online resources for Sanskrit are bilingual dictionaries and thesauri which provide only
the meanings of the words, such as Monier-Williams Dictionary21 , Apte’s Dictionary22 , Spoken
Sanskrit Dictionary23 , etc. Apart from these, there are some online dictionaries and thesauri in
Sanskrit viz., Amarakosha24 , Sabda-kalpadruma25 , Vacaspatyam26 , etc. These online resources
have domain-specific ontology, i.e., mythological ontology. Whereas, Wordnet does has been
considered an upper ontology (Navigli and Velardi, 2004).
Most of these tools and platforms are in the form of text material, presentations, videos, lesson plan, etc. However, they do not provide relational semantics. Majority of them are not
interactive and curriculum specific vocabulary learning is not available. It should be noted
that one common thing among all the above resources is that they are more focused on individual learning and do not provide the active classroom learning. This is the desideratum as
the knowledge of words or concepts in Sanskrit is not available as per the school curriculum.
On the other hand, Sanskrit Shabdamitra, introduced here, is a digital language learning platform designed for Sanskrit vocabulary learning as per the school curriculum and for individual
learning as well. This shall be explained in detail in section 4.

3 Related Work
Semantic relations of words helps in better understanding of new vocabulary (Lin, 1997). One
such rich lexical resource based on semantic relations is viz., the Princeton WordNet 27 , i.e., the
WordNet(Miller, 1995), has been explored for vocabulary learning and other language learning applications (Hu et al., 1998; Sun et al., 2011; Brumbaugh, 2015; Hiray, 2015). Recently,
15
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Figure 1: Shabdamitra as a friend of a word by providing word-meaning, example usage, pronunciation, picture, synonyms, other grammatical features, etc.
Hindi Wordnet28 (HWN) has been used to build a teaching and learning digital aid, Hindi Shabdamitra, for Hindi language education in formal (schools) and informal (self-learning) setups
(Redkar et al., 2017a). Additionally, the development of Marathi Shabdamitra, using Marathi
Wordnet as a resource, is also under process.
A study of current digital resources used by the various educational institutions was also
done as part of the background study. The outcome showed that there is a lack of quality
resources which can cover all aspects of language learning such as grammar, concepts, usage,
and pronunciations in an effective manner.
This motivated us to develop a digital aid, viz., Sanskrit Shabdamitra, that would fill this gap
for Sanskrit language teaching and learning in both formal and informal learning environment.

4

Sanskrit Shabdamitra: an educational application using Sanskrit Wordnet

4.1

Shabdamitra

Shabdamitra is an umbrella of multilingual digital aid of language teaching and learning for Indian languages. It is built using IndoWordNet (Bhattacharyya, 2010) as a resource and is related
to Hindi Shabdamitra (Redkar et al., 2017b), which is an initiative of IIT Bombay, India29 , exploring the applications of wordnet in education domain. The term Shabdamitra and its meanings
were originally conceived by Malhar Kulkarni. The term Shabdamitra, शिमऽ is coined from
two words ‘shabda’, श, i.e., ‘a word’ and ‘mitra’, िमऽ, i.e., ‘a friend’; also means ‘the Sun’.
Therefore, Shabdamitra means a friend which helps in understanding a given word/concept.
Using the second meaning of the word ‘mitra’ mentioned above, the word Shabdamitra would
mean an illuminator of a word or concept. Thus, the function this tool aims to perform and the
goal it wants to achieve is aptly expressed by the word ‘Shabdamitra’ itself. Thus, this term
‘Shabdamitra’ can be called self-explanatory. (anvartha-saṁjñā). This has been visualised in
figures 1 and 2.
In Shabdamitra, the IndoWordNet data such as gloss, example sentence(s), synonyms and
lexico-semantic relations are used and further augmented in order to cater to language learning
needs. It is proposed to develop Shabdamitra for 18 Indian languages viz., Assamese, Bodo,
Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi, Kannada, Kashmiri, Konkani, Manipuri, Malayalam, Marathi, Nepali,
Odia, Punjabi, Tamil, Telugu, Urdu and Sanskrit, which are present in the IndoWordNet30 .
28
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Figure 2: Shabdamitra as an illuminator for a word where it provides multiple senses, lexicosemantic and ontological relations, etc. of the same word
Figure 3 illustrates the IndoShabdamitra for IndoWordNet languages.
Shabdamitra is a multifaceted model which acts as a platform, as a resource and as a brand
for the multilingual Indian scenario.
• As a Platform, various Indian languages which are present in IndoWordNet are made
available at a single place.
• As a Resource, the multilingual Shabdamitra can be easily developed using the shared and
not-shared data available in all the wordnets in the IndoWordNet database.
• As a Brand, all the wordnets can be branded under the umbrella of Shabdamitra which can
be seen in figure 3.
Synset Category
Common
Uncommon
Common in Indian languages
Region and Language Specific
Table 1: Classification of Synsets by Bhattacharyya (2010)
4.2

Sanskrit Wordnet

Wordnet is a lexical resource composed of synsets, lexico-semantic relations and ontological
information. Synset is the basic building block of a wordnet and it contains a gloss, an example
sentence and synonyms. Wordnet is linked by semantic relations like hypernymy-hyponymy
(is-a), meronymy-holonymy (part-of), troponymy (manner-of), etc. and by lexical relations like
antonymy, gradation, etc. (Bhattacharyya, 2017). IndoWordNet is a linked structure of wordnets of 18 Indian languages from Indo-Aryan, Dravidian and Sino-Tibetan language families
(Bhattacharyya, 2010).

Figure 3: IndoShabdamitra: Shabdamitra of all IndoWordNet Languages
Sanskrit Wordnet is a part of IndoWordNet and is constructed using an expansion approach
in which Hindi wordnet is used as a source (Kulkarni et al., 2010a). As Sanskrit has both the
vedic as well as the modern literature, it has a greater scope of vocabulary than that of Hindi.
Therefore, though the Sanskrit wordnet was built using an expansion approach from HWN,
all Sanskrit synsets could not be developed. Hence, Sanskrit was developed in versions. And
this development is an ongoing process. In this approach, the following part-of-speech wise
method has been adapted for creating synsets (Kulkarni et al., 2010a):
Nouns
In the case of nouns in Sanskrit, a gender information is included in the word itself. In SWN, all
nouns are stored in nominative singular form, however other Indian WordNets store nouns in
their root forms. For example, देवः (devaḥ), मितः (matiḥ), etc. are stored in nominative singular
form in SWN; while in HWN, देव (deva), मित (mati), etc. will be stored in root form.
Adjectives
Adjectives in general have no gender of their own. However, in Sanskrit, they take the gender
of the nouns which they qualify. Hence, in the synsets of adjectives, only the root forms are
included. For example, भि (bhadra), िनमल (nirmala) are stored in root form.
Adverbs
In SWN, adverbs are in their root from, however, it is observed that some of the adverbs have
case-ending suffixes. These suffixes indicate the closed form of the word in that particular caseending. Hence, these adverbs are regarded as frozen adverbs. In such cases, adverbs are stored
with their case-ending suffixes. For example, ितरेकेण (vyatirekeṇa) is stored as instrumental
singular form; रहिस (rahasi) is stored as locative singular form. While, साध ु (sādhu) is stored in
root form.
Verbs
In SWN, verbs are also stored in their root from. For example, भू (bhū); कृ (kṛ); are stored in root
form.

Apart from the above parts-of-speech information, other information such as gloss, examples are stored in the SWN database. Synsets in wordnet are interlinked by means of
conceptual semantic and lexical relations. A combination of the glosses given in traditional
dictionaries like Shabdakalpadruma31 , vācyaspatyam 32 and the translation of the gloss of the
HWN synset is used to create SWN gloss for nouns, adjectives and adverbs. In the case of
verbs, though these traditional Sanskrit dictionaries contain etymology based glosses, they are
not appropriate for verbs which has ontology based wordnet structure. Hence, Navyanyāya
terminology has been adapted for verbal glosses to construct synsets (Kulkarni et al., 2010b).
All these data, features and properties of SWN can be effectively used and utilised for teaching and learning Sanskrit. This is the base for building Sanskrit Shabdamitra which uses SWN
data for language education purpose. This has been explored in detail in the next section.
4.3

Sanskrit Shabdamitra: Structure, Features and Applications

Sanskrit Shabdamitra (संृत शिमऽ) is a digital language teaching and learning tool for Sanskrit
language education. It uses Sanskrit Wordnet (SWN) as a resource. SWN was originally developed for the research purpose in the area of natural language processing. Soon, it was realized
that this rich resource can be applied and used in developing educational applications. Sanskrit
Shabdamitra is one such application of SWN.
Shabdamitra has been devised by taking into consideration the various stakeholders of this
application. The major stakeholders of Sanskrit Shabdamitra are: Teachers, Students and Parents. Teachers’ concern is that he/she should be able to convey the entire content to students
in all the possible nuances and make them competent in language learning, and prepare them
for examinations. Students’ concern is that he/she should learn and understand the content
as exhaustively as possible in all nuances and grow in terms of competence and be prepared
for examinations. Parents’ concern is that their child should get quality education and obtain
competitive results. All these stakeholders and their concerns were considered while designing
this digital aid.
4.3.1 Structure
In this tool, SWN data, features and properties are further augmented, simplified and presented
in the form of educational application in order to cater to language teaching and learning requirements of Sanskrit language education.
SWN data such as gloss, example(s), synonyms, ontological information, lexico-semantic relations, etc. forms the content of Sanskrit Shabdamitra. Some of this information is customized
and modified as per the language learning requirement and the learning levels of the individuals. Apart from this, Sanskrit Shabdamitra has various other features which are stored in the
Shabdamitra database. The details of these features are presented in the next section.
Broadly, Sanskrit Shabdamitra has two types of interfaces, viz., Class-Wise and Level-Wise.
Following sections elaborate on the same:
Class-wise interface
Class-Wise interface is designed specifically for classroom or formal setup wherein Sanskrit
teacher uses this digital aid. Here, the data is presented in the interface, lesson by lesson. In
this interface, the teacher chooses a school curriculum board (CBSE, ICSE, State Board, etc.);
followed by a class to which he/she wants to teach; followed by a lesson/chapter. Once he/she
clicks on a chapter, all the words from that chapter appear in the order in which they appeared
in the textbook. While teaching, teacher can simply click on any of the word from the list and
the word-specific information with the same sense is displayed accordingly in the interface. In
most schools in India, Sanskrit is considered as second or third language. Hence, students have
Sanskrit as a subject in the secondary. Therefore, the provision is made to include Sanskrit as
31
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a 2nd or 3rd language in the school setup. Figure 5 shows the class-wise interface of Sanskrit
Shabdamitra.
Level-wise interface
Level-Wise interface is designed for non-formal setup where any individual can learn Sanskrit
depending upon his/her prior knowledge and language acquisition capabilities. In this scenario, Sanskrit Shabdamitra is focused on self-learning, which is as per the convenience of an
individual. However, we should take into the account the nature of mother tongue (L1) and
second language (L2) acquisition. Figure 6 shows an interface of Sanskrit Shabdamitra.
The level-wise interface is a big challenge as very few people have Sanskrit as their mother
tongue. The majority of people study Sanskrit as their second or even third language. Hence,
the levels are determined according to the knowledge of an individual. In order to get a better
idea of L1 acquisition, researchers have tried to explain how children progress from “no language” or “blank slate” to their mother tongue. Whereas, for L2 acquisition, the process is more
complicated as learners already have the knowledge of their mother tongue (Ipek, 2009).
Hence, the level-wise interface is different for first and second language learners. Taking the
above scenario into the consideration and taking help from the National Curriculum Framework (NCF)33 devised by NCERT - Government of India, and Common European Framework
of Reference (CEFR)34 by the Council of Europe the following levels for Sanskrit Shabdamitra
are determined:
• Novice ूारिकः (prārambhikaḥ) Novice is considered as a basic user where he/she is provided with the basics/fundamentals of language, like, varṇamālā (i.e., Sanskrit alphabet), word formation,
etc.
• Intermediate मािमकः (mādhyamikaḥ) Intermediate is an independent user who has mastered the basics of Sanskrit and can communicate simple and basic needs. Here, most frequent words are provided.
• Advanced ूवीणः (pravīṇaḥ) Advanced is a proficient user. Here concept meaning with grammatical information is
provided.
• Superior िवशेषः (viśeṣajñah) Superior is a well versed language user. Here, multiple senses along with their grammatical and lexico-semantic features are provided.
Figure 4 depicts the levels of Sanskrit Shabdamitra.
4.3.2

Features

Sanskrit Shabdamitra has numerous features. Keeping standardization and language education need as a focus, features of Sanskrit Shabdamitra have been designed. In Sanskrit Shabdamitra, there are tool specific features and lexico-semantic features. Tool specific features are
designed considering the usability and accessibility of the tool while teaching and learning Sanskrit. Lexico-semantic features are features which are specific to the word in picture. Lexicosemantic features are given in tables 2 and 3, there are two wide sections of features, viz., ‘Derived features’, which are derived from Sanskrit Wordnet and ‘Advanced features’, which are
additional features specially designed considering the properties of Sanskrit language alongwith the interest of various stakeholders of this digital aid. Sanskrit Wordnet does not provide
33
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Figure 4: User levels of Sanskrit Shabdamitra

Figure 5: Class-Wise Interface for Sanskrit Shabdamitra
morphological features, however, Sanskrit Shabdamitra provides them. Table 2 shows the Derived features and Table 3 shows the Advanced features of Sanskrit Shabdamitra. These features rendered along with input word (search word) in interface of the Sanskrit Shabdamitra.
Following are the details of these features.
Tool Specific Features
• Standardization: Standardization is an unique feature of Shabdamitra wherein all Shabdamitra of all Indian languages are interlinked. This inter-linkage is established using a
unique identifier of a synset, called as a synset id. This feature has been inherited from
IndoWordNet in which different wordnets are interlinked on the basis of sysnet id. Hence
someone who is learning Hindi can see Sanskrit word for the same concept. Similarly,
common Sanskrit words in Hindi for e.g., animals, numbers, flowers, body parts, etc. are
unique across all the languages. This way we can attain standardization. Under standardization, we can separate synsets as per the classification of synsets as shown in Table 1;
Similarly, illustrations can be shared across all the Indian languages.
• Varṇamālā: Sanskrit varṇamālā (alphabets) in Devanagari form is made available in the
interface. Here, each of the letter of varṇamālā is displayed in animated form. This can
help a learner in understanding the pattern of alphabet writing. Also, pronunciation of the

Figure 6: Level-Wise Interface for Sanskrit Shabdamitra
same is provided separately in the interface.
• Picture depiction: In Sanskrit Wordnet, there are several concepts which are difficult
to explain using the gloss itself. For example, the concept of चषकः (caṣakaḥ, a glass) in
Sanskrit is explained as ु ं मृाािदिभः िविनमतं पाऽम।् (kaṣāyādipānārtham upayuktaṃ mṛdकषायािदपानाथ म ् उपय
dhātvādibhiḥ vinirmitaṃ pātram, a container for holding liquids while drinking).

Figure 7: Picture depicting the concept चषकः (caṣakaḥ, a glass)
This gloss seems to be difficult for lower level learners to understand the concept due to
the presence of some difficult words. However, as shown in figure 7, this can be easily understood with the help of a picture. Hence, pictures and illustrations help in differentiating
the fine-grained senses found in Wordnet.
• Audio pronunciation: Shabdamitra interface has two types of audio pronunciation viz.,
मम ् (mandam, slow) and सामाम ् (sāmānyam, normal). The slow-paced pronunciation
provides the syllable-based output wherein each syllable is pronounced slowly, one at a
time. This helps in understanding the sound structure of a syllable. Whereas for the normal

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

DERIVED FEATURES
Word (in a synset form):
Original Gloss (पिरभाषा)
Original Example (वाे ूयोगः उरणं वा):
Gender (िलम)
Synonyms (समानाथ शः)
Antonyms (िवाथ शः)
Holonymy (अवयवी)
Meronymy (अवयवः)
Hypernymy (पराजाितः)
Hyponymy (अपराजाितः)

Table 2: Derived Features of Sanskrit Shabdamitra
paced pronunciation, the words are pronounced at a normal pace. These audio features
provided with Shabdamitra help in understanding the pronunciation and getting audio
clarity of a word.
Derived Features

• Word (in a synset form) - The word which is stored and available in Sanskrit Wordnet
synset is shown in this field.
• Original Gloss (पिरभाषा) - If gloss is simple enough to understand then the original Sanskrit
Wordnet gloss having same sense and synset id is kept as it is and rendered in this field,
else a simplified gloss is rendered (This has been explained in the section ’Simplified Gloss’
below).
• Original Example (वाे ूयोगः उरणं वा) - Similarly, by default the original example sentence
is retained.
• Gender (िलम)् - A gender of the word is directly taken from the Sanskrit Wordnet database.
• Synonyms (समानाथ शः) - Most frequent synonymous words of input word are displayed
here. Right now the tool allows to display maximum of 5 words.
• Antonyms (िवाथ शः) - Antonyms of input word are displayed in this field.
• Holonymy (अवयवी) - A semantic relation that holds between a whole and its parts.
• Meronymy (अवयवः) - Relation between lexical units where the objects, etc., denoted by one
are parts of those denoted by other.
• Hypernymy (पराजाितः) - A semantic relation between two synsets to capture super-set hood.
• Hyponymy (अपराजाितः) - A semantic relation between two synsets to capture sub-set hood.

Advanced Features

• Word (inflected form) - This particular feature is specific to a class-wise interface wherein
an input word (i.e., word appeared in the textbook) which is having an inflected form is
displayed.
• Word [in root form] (ूाितपिदकम)् - This is applicable only to nouns which are in nominative
singular form. Here, root word of the noun is displayed.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

ADVANCED FEATURES
Word (inflected form)
Word [in root form] (ूाितपिदकम)्
Simplified Gloss (पिरभाषा)
Simplified Example (वाे ूयोगः उरणं वा)
Type of Noun (संायाः ूकारः)
Type of Adjective (िवशेषण ूकारः)
Type of Verb (िबयायाः ूकारः)
Type of Adverb (िबयािवशेषण ूकारः)
Case (िवभिः )
Lakāra (लकारः)
ु
Person (पषः)
Number (वचनम)्
Affix, Suffix (ूयः)
Preposition, Prefix (उपसगः)
Accent (र:)
Dhātuprakāraḥ (धातूु कारः)
Gaṇaḥ (गणः)
Padam (पदम)्
With Augment ‘इ्’
Transitivity (कमकम)्

Table 3: Advanced Features of Sanskrit Shabdamitra (feature numbers 1, 2, and 9 to 19 are
morphological features)
• Simplified Gloss (पिरभाषा) - Concepts which are difficult to understand are simplified.
For example, in SWN for a word ‘अः’ (akṣaḥ) the original gloss is ‘का वा अिनः
आयताकृ ितघनः येन ूतकाराः दीि’ (kāṣṭhasya vā asthinaḥ āyatākṛtighanaḥ yena dyūtakārāḥ
dīvyanti, a cubical shaped piece made of wood or bone used by gamblers for playing).
Such a gloss, being too elaborate and difficult to follow at the beginner’s level, has been
simplified to: आयताकृ ितघनः येन ूतकाराः दीि (āyatākṛtighanaḥ yena dyūtakārāḥ dīvyanti, a
cubical shaped piece used by gamblers for playing).
• Simplified Example (वाे ूयोगः उरणं वा) - Similarly, examples are simplified.
• Type of Noun (संायाः ूकारः) - If the input word is a noun then it is assigned with the prescribed types of nouns. This information is usually taken from ontological database of
IndoWordNet.
• Type of Adjective (िवशेषण ूकारः) - If the input word is an adjective then it is assigned
with the prescribed types of adjectives. This information is usually taken from ontological
database of IndoWordNet.
• Type of Verb (िबयायाः ूकारः) - If the input word is a verb then it is assigned with the prescribed types of verbs. This information is usually taken from ontological database of IndoWordNet.
• Type of Adverb (िबयािवशेषण ूकारः) - If the input word is an adverb then it is assigned
with the prescribed types of adverbs. This information is usually taken from ontological
database of IndoWordNet.

• Countability (गणनीयता ) - Nouns can be either countable or uncountable. Accordingly, the
countability is assigned to the nouns. Countable nouns are those that refer to something
that can be counted. On the other hand nouns which do not typically refer to things that
can be counted, are Uncountable nouns 35 .
• Case (िवभिः) - The input word can belong to any of the eight cases. They are listed as below:
– Nominative - ूथमा (prathamā)
– Accusative - ितीया (dvitīyā)
– Instrumental - तृतीया (tṛtīyā)
–
–
–
–
–

Dative - चतथु  (caturthī)
Ablative - पमी (pañcamī)
Genitive - षी (ṣaṣṭhī)
Locative - समी (saptamī)
Vocative - संबोधन (saṁbodhana)

• Lakāra (लकारः) - This is verb specific property of a word which helps in identifying the
tense, aspect and modality of a word. The input word can belong to any of the 10 types of
lakāra. They are listed as below:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

laṭ - लट ् (laṭ)
laṅ - लङ् (laṅ)
loṭ - लोट ् (loṭ)
vidhiliṅ - िविधिलङ् (vidhiliṅ)
āśīrliṅ - आशीलङ् (āśīrliṅ)
liṭ - िलट ् (liṭ)
luṭ - ट ् (luṭ)
luṅ - ङ् (luṅ)
lṛṭ - लृट ् (lṛṭ)
lṛṅ - लृङ ् (lṛṅ)

ु
• Person (पषः)
- This is a verb specific property of a word wherein the verb can appear in
the sense of person viz. the first (उमः), second (ममः) and third (ूथमः) (Pāṇini and Vasu,
1962) [1.4.101]
• Number (वचनम)् - Inflectional category basically distinguishing reference to one individual
from reference to more than one.
• Affix, Suffix (ूयः) - There are six main kinds of affixes given in Sanskrit grammar viz.,
सपु , ितङ्, कृ त ् , तित, धातूु यः [( i.e. सन, ् प, ् etc.)] and ीूयः. Right now, in Sanskrit
Shabdamitra only first 3 types of affixes i.e. सपु , ् ितङ्, कृ त a् re shown.
• Preposition, Prefix (उपसगः) - The word उपसग originally meant only ‘a prefixed word’. These
prefixes are always used along with a verb (Abhyaṅkara and Shukla, 1977) [pg 88]
• Accent (र:) - This property is possessed only by vowels and not by consonants (Abhyaṅkara and Shukla, 1977) [pg 438]. Accents are basically found in vedic texts. Except
traditional schools, vedic texts are not part of the school syllabus viz., CBSE, ICSE, etc.
Hence, accents are not introduced in primary level of Sanskrit Shabdamitra. However,
words with accents shall be introduced in advanced levels. Following are the types of accents:
35
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– उदाः the acute accent defined by Panini (Pāṇini and Vasu, 1962) [1.2.29]. The acute is
the prominent accent in a word (Abhyaṅkara and Shukla, 1977) [pg 81]. According to
the position in the word, the acute accent has following sub-types:
* आ ुदाः a word beginning with an acute accent i.e. which has got the first vowel
accented acute.
* मोदाः the acute accent to the middle vowel which is neither the initial nor the
final.
* अोदाः a word with its last vowel accented acute.
ु
– अनदाः
the grave accent defined by Panini (Pāṇini and Vasu, 1962) [1.2.30].
– िरतः the circumflex accent defined by Panini (Pāṇini and Vasu, 1962) [1.2.31].
• Dhātuprakāraḥ (धातूु कारः) - There are different types of root verb as follows:
– औपदेिशकधातःु (पािणनीयधातपु ाठे उपिदाः) Panini has given a long list of roots under ten groups
named as औपदेिशकधातःु or primary roots.
– आदेिशकधातःु (सनाािदधातवः). There are two types of them, they are as follows:
* roots derived from roots. These are classified into three types:
· causative (िणज)
· desiderative (स)
· intensive (यङ)
* roots derived from nouns.
– वैिदकधातःु roots found in vedic literature.
– सौऽधातःु roots mentioned specifically in paninian rule only.
• Gaṇaḥ (गणः) - There is a long list of roots under the following ten groups. They are as
follows:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

ािदगणः (bhvādigaṇaḥ)
अदािदगणः (adādigaṇaḥ)
ु
जहोािदगणः
(juhotyādigaṇaḥ)
िदवािदगणः (divādigaṇaḥ)
ािदगणः (svādigaṇaḥ)
तदु ािदगणः (tudādigaṇaḥ)
धािदगणः(rudhādigaṇaḥ)
तनािदगणः (tanādigaṇaḥ)
ािदगणः (kryādigaṇaḥ)
ु
चरािदगणः
(curādigaṇaḥ)

• Padam (पदम)् - A technical term for the affixes. There are three types of padam:
– parasmaipadam पर ैपदम t् erm used in grammar with reference to the personal affixes
ित (ti),तः (ta), etc.
– ātmanepadam आन ेपदम a् technical term for the affixes त (ta), आताम ् (ātām), etc.
– ubhayapadam उभयपदम ् a technical term in which a specific group of verbs are from
both parasmaipada and aatmanepada (Abhyaṅkara and Shukla, 1977) [pg 92]
• With Augment ‘इ्’ - Here इ (i) is prefixed in the case of root.
– अिनट ् (aniT) roots अिनट ् does not allow the augment इ् to be prefixed.
– सेट ् roots सेट ् always allows the augment इट ् to be prefixed.
– वेट ् roots optionally admit the application of the augment इ.

CBSC Syllabus
Class VI
Class VII
Class VIII
Class IX
Class X
Total
All class
unique words

All words
1499
2655
3072
2701
2902
12829

Unique words
813
1604
1987
1814
1989
8207
6784

Table 4: Sanskrit word-collection statistics
• Transitivity (कमकम)् - karmakatvam can be one among the two as follows:
– सकमकः sakarmakaḥ, transitive
– अकमकः akarmakaḥ, intransitive
4.3.3

Shabdamitra Enriches Wordnet

4.3.4

Applications

It is noticed that the development of Sanskrit Shabdamitra leads to the enrichment of SWN.
It is a two-way process in which SWN helps Sanskrit Shabdamitra by providing the resource,
while Sanskrit Shabdamitra helps SWN by providing additional words and properties, hence
enriching the same. Table 4 depicts the count of words which are collected and unique words
from classes VI to X under the CBSE board.
There are various applications of Sanskrit Shabdamitra. Some of them are listed as below:
• Sanskrit Shabdamitra is an educational tool for teaching and learning Sanskrit vocabulary.
• It also acts as a teaching and learning aid for teachers in school setup.
• It can also be used for testing the Sanskrit language knowledge of an individual.
• This tool can be of great help for conducting and preparing Sanskrit competitive exams.
• It can be used to explain tatsama and tadbhava words in other languages.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, how Sanskrit Wordnet can be used for developing educational application has
been explained. It is also demonstrated how a semantically rich lexical resource like Wordnet,
originally developed for research purpose can be remodeled for practical usage in education
domain.
Sanskrit Shabdamitra is one such comprehensive e-learning aid which helps in learning Sanskrit language, pronunciation, grammar and understanding the concepts through images, definition and examples. It caters to a wider range of audience ranging from school children to
individual learners at different levels, i.e., from novice to the superior. The tool, Sanskrit Shabdamitra presented here is a multi-modal, multi-layered Sanskrit language teaching and learning
aid which can be used for formal and informal learning environments. Further, Shabdamitra
acts as a platform, as a resource as well as a brand. It helps in enriching the Sanskrit Wordnet
and vice versa.

6

Future Work

In Future, we plan to incorporate question answering system which can help in understanding
the knowledge of the user, also which can help in understanding the level at which he can start
learning Sanskrit. Also, the tool will be improved with the inclusion of gamification, bilingual
as well as multilingual learning and teaching under Shabdamitra platform.
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